FLOWIE + FLOODIE
Intelligent Water Management
Leak and Flood Detection for Schools

Flowie is the only water flow
sensor that straps onto a
water meter in seconds for
real-time monitoring.

FLOWIE

MONITOR ENTIRE CAMPUSES
See water usage alerts and detailed analytics
at each school property to focus cost savings

Intelligent Water Management:
Helps leak and flood detection.
Achieve water conservation and
efficiency goals with with real-time
monitoring and analytics
Operations Console: Monitor all
buildings 24/7 and receive text
messages, emails and APP alerts
when there is a problem

Floodie companion sensor is
the most intuitively designed
waterproof and reusable flood
sensor available.

FLOODIE

3 Step Simple Installation Process:
1

2

Install Flowie on all meters.
Calibrate readings and name your devices
using Alert Labs Operations Console for
24/7 reporting. Set notifications according
to appropriate team members.

Benchmark your consumption,
minute by minute in real time.

Install Floodie in area’s prone to
water leakage. Cafeteria, pools,
pump rooms, ice Makers, basements,
water heaters, bathrooms etc.
Name your devices by location and enjoy 24/7
remote monitoring and notification of leaks.
Typically completed in 1 day or 5 minutes per
device dependent on environment and current
infrastructure.

Benchmark your environment for
10 - 14 days.
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Validate ROI model working with CE and Alert Labs professionals.
CE provides a 100% money back satisfaction guarantee in your first 30 days.
Reduce water consumption, reduce damage due to floods, lower insurance
costs. Teach your students about water conservation.

Analytics

Easy to understand analytics with an APP
and dashboard that keep records of
events at all buildings

Water Savings

Smarter water savings – 54% of schools
tested had ongoing leaks that resulted in
25% increase in water bills

Detect Leaks

Water sensors installed at a school district
revealed that 6 out of 7 schools had
ongoing leaks.

Quick ROI

Some schools administrators were able to
achieve ROI for product purchase in just
17 days
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www.cehvac.com

Call 480.249.6516
To Speak to a Specialist

